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We report on the observation of high-frequency collective magnetic excitations,"v<1.1 meV, in hematite
sa-Fe2O3d nanoparticles. The neutron scattering experiments include measurements at temperatures in the
range 6–300 K and applied fields up to 7.5 T as well as polarization analysis. We give an explanation for the
field- and temperature dependence of the excitations, which are found to have strongly elliptical out-of-plane
precession. The frequency of the excitations gives information on the magnetic anisotropy constants in the
system. We have in this way determined the temperature dependence of the magnetic anisotropy, which is
strongly related to the suppression of the Morin transition in nanoparticles of hematite. Further, the localization
of the signal in both energy and momentum transfer brings evidence for finite-size quantization of spin waves
in the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic dynamics of nanoparticles is an interesting
field both technologically and scientifically. As the size of a
particle decreases and enters the nanometer scale, the mag-
netic properties change and new phenomena appear. One ex-
ample is superparamagnetic relaxation, in which the direc-
tion of the total magnetic moment of the particle performs a
spontaneous reversal. A related example is collective mag-
netic excitations, which can be described as a spin wave with
wave vectorq=0: the individual magnetic moments move
coherently and the total(sublattice) spin performs a preces-
sion in an effective crystal anisotropy field. This corresponds
to the lowest magnetic excitation of nanoparticles, in which
the spin waves are predicted1 to be quantized with discrete,
sharp energy levels, while showing a broadening with re-
spect to the spin wave vector,q.

Few experimental studies have been performed on finite-
sized systems in order to investigate spin wave quantization.
Clear evidence for standing spin waves has been found by
Brillouin light scattering in ferromagnetic NiFe wires of 1.8
µm width2,3 and by pulsed-field techniques in square NiFe
dots of 50µm size.4 In magnetic clusters, discrete energy
levels have been observed by neutron scattering in Mn12
clusters,5,6 and in Fe8 clusters.7 In both cluster studies, the
reorientation of the total cluster spin was seen, corresponding
to collective magnetic excitations, while in Mn12 transitions
between different cluster spin values were also observed.
This can be seen as a precursor to finite-size quantization of
spin waves in nanoparticles, which has not yet been ob-
served.

The magnetic dynamics of nanoparticles of the canted an-
tiferromagnet hematitesa-Fe2O3d is particularly interesting
due to a complicated magnetic structure, which gives rise to
rich dynamics.8–10Further, an unexplained suppression of the

Morin transition has been observed in hematite
nanoparticles.11,12The Morin transition is related to the mag-
netic anisotropy, and thus studies of the suppression could
yield important information on one of the key properties of
magnetic nanoparticles.

Superparamagnetic relaxation and low-frequency collec-
tive magnetic excitations were directly observed by inelastic
neutron scattering in a powder sample of diameter
d=16 nm hematite particles.9 The measurements were per-
formed at a triple-axis spectrometer with a momentum trans-
fer corresponding to the antiferromagnetic(003) reflection
(hexagonal indexing), t003=1.37 Å−1, and a maximum en-
ergy transfer of 1.0 meV. The collective magnetic excitations
(at «= ±0.26 meV,q=0) were found to be strongly
broadened,9 to overlap at«=0. The broadening could be
caused by damping, distribution of anisotropy constants, or
both. Later high-resolution neutron studies were focused on
the study of superparamagnetic relaxation. These measure-
ments were performed13 with energy transfers up to 0.75
meV.

In this paper we present inelastic neutron scattering mea-
surements on the same powder sample, as in Refs. 9 and 13,
measured with momentum transfers corresponding to the an-
tiferromagnetic(101) reflection, t101=1.51 Å−1. We show
the existence of a second magnetic excitation mode withq
=0 and with a resonance frequency of,1.1 meV. The high-
frequency mode is seen not only to be reasonably well de-
fined in momentumsqd, but also to be clearly localized in
energys«d. We argue that this implies a discrete spin wave
spectrum with an anisotropy gap, in agreement with the the-
oretical predictions. The measurements allow an estimation
of the temperature dependence of the anisotropy connected
to the suppression of the Morin transition.
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II. THE HEMATITE SAMPLE

Hematite has the corundum crystal structure, while the
magnetic structure is essentially hexagonal with alternating
planes of spins along the hexagonalc axis, i.e., along the
[001] direction. In bulk hematite at high temperatures, the
spins are lying in the basal(001) plane, but below the Morin
temperature,TM =263 K, a spin flop transition takes place to
leave the spins parallel to[001]. In nanoparticles below
<20 nm, this Morin transition is suppressed, and only the
high-temperature phase is found. In this phase, the spins
have a small canting(in bulk ,0.1°) away from antiferro-
magnetic alignment, resulting in a small net magnetization
within the plane. Hematite is the most stable form of iron
oxide at ambient conditions and is found in vast quantities on
Earth, and recently also on Mars.14

The powder sample of nanocrystalline hematite is the
same as was used in the previous studies. It was prepared by
thermal decomposition of FesNO3d3·9H2O, as described in
Refs. 9 and 10. Mössbauer spectroscopy, electron micros-
copy, and x-ray diffraction have shown that the sample con-
sists of nanocrystallites of hematite with a mean size of 16
nm and a small amount of impurities in the form of ferrihy-
drite, and that the Morin transition is suppressed in the
nanoparticles.9,10

III. NEUTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

The neutron scattering experiments were performed at the
RITA-2 and TASP spectrometers at SINQ, Paul Scherrer In-

stitute, Switzerland. The RITA-2 spectrometer was run in the
monochromatic point-to-point focusing15 and in the mono-
chromatic imaging16 analyzer modes. The experiments at
TASP were performed in standard triple-axis geometry.
Some of the TASP experiments were performed with polar-
ization analysis. Here, the small adjustable guide field at the
sample position ensured that the neutron polarization would
always point along the scattering vector,k. All experiments
were performed with constant final neutron energy of 5.0
meV using relatively loose collimations.

A. Experiments with unpolarized neutrons

Figure 1 shows the normalized measured scattering inten-
sity versus neutron energy transfer,«="v, for scans per-
formed at constant neutron momentum transferk=1.50 Å−1

in zero applied field at the indicated temperatures and at 200
K in applied fields. In Fig. 1, a peak at,1.1–1.3 meV is
seen at both positive and negative energy transfers. The peak
position increases with increasing temperature and increas-
ing field. As we shall discuss later, we ascribe this signal to a
high-energy mode of collective magnetic excitations.

The data have been fitted to an elastic signal from inco-
herent scattering and two damped harmonic oscillator mod-
els for the dynamics of the low-frequency and high-
frequency precession states.17 [Broadening of the elastic
signal due to superparamagnetic relaxation can be neglected
with the present energy resolution of approximately 100µeV
(HWHM); see Ref. 13.] Before correcting for experimental
resolution and background, the model is given by

Is«d = Aincds«d + o
±

A±Ds«d
p

2g±«0
±2

s«2 − «0
±2d2 + 4g±2«2 , s1d

whereAinc andA± are the integrated intensities(areas) of the
incoherent elastic signal and the low-frequencys+d and high-
frequencys−d inelastic components, respectively.g± is the
HWHM and «0

± the positions of the inelastic peaks, respec-
tively. Ds«d=«fns«d+1g is the detailed balance factor, where
ns«d is the Bose factor.

The inelastic background is modeled by a broad Lorentz-
ian signal, found from measurements at otherk values. Fur-
ther, a single Gaussian models an anomalous peak at
,0.6 meV, which is a subtle artifact of the open geometry of
the RITA-2 spectrometer combined with a nonideal mosaic
nature of the PG(002) analyzer crystal.18 The energy reso-
lution function used for the temperature series was measured
on the hematite sample atT=6 K. For the field series, it was
measured in zero field atT=200 K. The main component of
the resolution function in the two data series is a Gaussian
line with HWHM 107(2) µeV. Additionally, there is a much
weaker Lorentzian component to the resolution function of
HWHM 90(25) µeV. The parameters«0

+ andg+ of the inelas-
tic component modeling the low-frequency collective mag-
netic excitations are fixed at the values obtained in the high-
resolution experiment of Ref. 13. In Fig. 2 the position«0

−

and the areaA− of the high-frequency peak as obtained from
the fits are shown as a function of sample temperature and
applied field.

FIG. 1. Inelastic neutron scattering data measured at
k=1.50 Å−1, close tot101. (a) Logarithmic plot of the data at zero
applied field at the indicated temperatures. The arrows indicate the
position of the high-frequency collective magnetic excitation.(b)
Linear plot of the data in applied fields atT=200 K. The data are
displaced by(a) a factor of 100 and(b) a constant. The solid lines
represent fits as described in the text. The feature at 0.6 meV in(a)
is a background signal as discussed in the text.
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Figure 3(a) shows diffraction data measured at 200 K. The
peaks at 1.372s2d Å−1 and 1.517s3d Å−1 are the antiferro-
magnetic(003) and (101) reflections from hematite, respec-

tively. The peak at 1.704s5dÅ−1 is the structurals102̄d reflec-
tion. In Fig. 3(b) a k scan measured at constant neutron
energy transfer«=1.1 meV is shown. A peak at,1.52 Å−1

is clearly seen. The peak at,1.37 Å−1 is mostly due to a tail
from the low-frequency excitation, as we will discuss below.

Figure 4 shows ask ,vd color map of the inelastic scatter-
ing around the magnetic scattering vectorst003 and t101 in
zero field andT=200 K. The data were taken with the mono-
chromatic imaging mode, yielding 7 data points per setting.
The complete map was taken with 9 energy scans. The
method, including data treatment procedure, is detailed in
Ref. 18. The statistics of the data in the color map is inferior
to the data of Figs. 1 and 3, but the overall tendencies can be
more easily seen in a color map. The mode at«=1.1 meV is
clearly seen atk=t101, and a faint signal at the same energy
is seen atk=t003. The (101) mode is clearly localized in
sk ,«d as a relatively sharp peak. This is in contrast to the
low-frequency(003) mode, which is broad and has intensity
even at«=0.

B. Experiments with polarized neutrons

The purely structural reflection atk=1.70 Å−1 has sup-
posedly only non-spin-flip scattering. In the inset of Fig.
3(c), we show the polarization analysis of this reflection.
From the small value of the measured spin-flip scattering, we
determine the overall polarization of the experimental setup,
which is comprised of initial polarization, depolarization in
the setup, and polarization efficiency of the benders. The
value wasP=0.69s9d.

The main part of Fig. 3(c) shows the results of a polariza-
tion analysis of the inelastic peak measured atk=1.50 Å−1,
close tot101. Since the neutron polarization is parallel tok,
all magnetic scattering is ideally spin-flip scattering. With the

present value(and uncertainty) of P, this gives that the ratio
of the observed ratio of non-spin-flip scattering to spin-flip
scattering is expected to be 1:5(2). Indeed, the largest part of
the peak at,1.1 meV is observed in the spin-flip channel.
The non-spin-flip to spin-flip fraction is found to be 1:3.1(6).
This does not contradict the hypothesis of a purely magnetic
origin of the signal.

The background exceeding the analyzer-turned back-
ground originates from the sample. Since the intensity in the
two channels is equal, except for a factor of 1.44(5), this

FIG. 2. (a) Area sA−d and(b) positions«0
−d of the inelastic peak

as a function of temperature in zero field.(c) Area sA−d and (d)
position s«0

−d of the inelastic peak as a function of applied field at
200 K. The lines show fits as described in the text.

FIG. 3. (a) Diffraction data on hematite at 200 K.(b) Constant-
«-scan measured at«=1.1 meV at 200 K. The solid lines are fits to
the peaks multiplied with the Debye-Waller factor plus a sloping
background.(c) Polarization data on hematite measured at 200 K in
the non-spin-flip channel(s) and the spin-flip channel(P). The
straight lines represent fits as described in the text. The main panel
shows the inelastic intensity measured at the antiferromagnetic re-
flection atk=1.50 Å−1. The lower straight lines are the correspond-
ing analyzer-turned background in the two channels. The inset
shows diffraction data.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The scattered inelastic intensity at 200 K
and zero field as a function of scattering vector,k (horizontal) and
energy transfer,"v (vertical). The bar to the right represents the
color scale. The solid lines show the dispersion relation of bulk
hematite with anisotropy gaps of 1.1 and 0.26 meV, as discussed in
the text. The data have been normalized as described in Ref. 18.
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signal probably comes from nuclear incoherent scattering,
probably from1H. This ratio would be 1:2 for nuclear inco-
herent scattering with a totally polarized beam,19 but with the
present value ofP, this would become 1:1.6(1), in agreement
with measurements.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Quantization of spin waves

The measured spin wave dispersion relation of bulk he-
matite is very steep,20 with an energy given by
«q=Îc2q2+«0

±2, where the effective spin wave velocity is
c=200 meV Å. The first excited state withqÞ0 of a spheri-
cal nanoparticle has a(standing) wavelength1 of <1.42d.
For a d=16 nm particle(corresponding to,105 spins) this
gives the smallest nonzeroq value of qmin<0.028 Å−1,
corresponding to a minimum energy of«min<5.6 meV for
«0

± ø1 meV. The observed signals at,0.26 meV and
,1.1 meV therefore cannot be caused by finite-size quanti-
zation. They must be assigned to uniform magnetic excita-
tions (q=0 spin waves) and they determine the value of the
small anisotropy gap,«0

±. This corresponds to the low-
frequency and high-frequency modes of the weak ferromag-
netic phase in bulk hematite.8,20

For spin waves in a bulk isotropic antiferromagnet, the
scattering cross section for creation or annihilation of an ex-
citation is proportional to17,19,21

Is«,kd ~ J0kSlo
b

f1 − sk̂ · M̂bd2g
ns«q,B

± d + 1
2 ± 1

2

«q,B
±

3dsk 7 q − tdds«q,B
± 7 «d, s2d

whereb is a Cartesian coordinate, andM̂b and k̂ are unit
vectors pointing in one direction of the spin wave amplitude
and the scattering vector, respectively. For isotropic spin

waves, the sum is conventionally replaced by 1+sk̂ ·M̂zd2,
wherez is the direction of the ordered moment.

In a powder sample like ours, the orientation oft101 (the
relevant reciprocal lattice vector) is arbitrary. For a given
length of the spin wave vector,q, the scattering vector,k,
can thus fall in the intervalft101−q;t101+qg. This gives rise
to a smearing of the signal ink for a given energy transfer,«.

The dispersion relation for the two modes in bulk hema-
tite is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the steepness of the
dispersions implies that the related smearing of the scattering
vector at low energies is negligible in comparison with the
finite-size broadening of the signal ofdk<2p /d
<0.04 Å−1. A bulk-like dispersion would thus have given
rise to a signal atk<t101 with a large asymmetric tail to-
wards the high energy side. Since we observe a symmetric
peak with essentially no intensity above the twoq=0 modes,
we conclude that the bulk-like continuum is absent and that
the spin wave spectrum is quantized, as expected.

B. Properties of the high-energy collective mode in zero field

The spin structure of bulk hematite is determined by
Heisenberg and Dzyaloshinskii exchange interactions and a
crystal field anisotropy

Han= − o
i

sk1Si
x2 + kBuSi

z2d, s3d

where thex direction is along[001] and thez direction is the
easy axis within the(001) plane. The coefficientsk1 andkBu
represent the anisotropy per atomic site and are related to the
anisotropy constantsK1,0 of the [001] direction andKBu
.0 of the uniaxial basal plane anisotropy defined for hema-
tite nanoparticles in Ref. 13 byNk1S

2=K1V and NkBuS
2

=KBuV, whereS= 5
2 for Fe3+,V is the particle volume, andN

the number of spins. Simplifying the magnetic structure of
hematite to a two-sublattice structure, and neglecting the
small canting, the zero-field spin wave dispersion relation for
wave vectorq along the[001] direction is given by21

«q
± = 2

kSzl
S

ÎsA + J0 ± JqdsB + J0 7 Jqd, s4d

whereA=s−k1+kBuds8 and B=kBus8 with s8=S− 1
2.28 Fur-

ther, Jq=−SsJ1+3J3+6J4dcosscqd, andJ0=Jq=0 with c be-
ing the lattice constant in the[001] direction. The nearest-
neighbor out-of-plane exchange constantsJn (J1=6 K, J3=
−29.7 K, J4=−23.2 K, which are labeled according to in-
creasing interionic distance) have been determined by spin
wave measurements.20 SinceJ0=556 K is about 4 orders of
magnitude larger thanA andB, the two energy gaps of the
dispersion relation forq→0 are well approximated by

«0
+ <

2kSzl
S

Î2J0B and «0
− <

2kSzl
S

Î2J0A. s5d

The two branchess±d of the dispersion relation are the low-
frequency and high-frequency modes described above.
Hence, the two energy gaps(of the two modes atq=0) cor-
respond to the low-frequency and high-frequency collective
magnetic excitation, respectively. Using«0

+=0.26 meV and
«0

−=1.1 meV, we findA=35 mK andB=2.5 mK.
In bulk hematite, both modes are of antiferromagnetic

character, i.e., the two sublattices precess in antiphase. Due
to the strong planar anisotropy, the spin precession is
strongly elliptical and very different for the two modes. For
the«0

+ mode the precession is almost exclusively in the(001)
plane, whereas for the«0

− mode it is almost exclusively along
the [001] direction. For extreme elliptical precession, the

sum in (2) should be replaced by the factorf1−sk̂ ·M̂bd2g,
where Mb is now along the long axis of the ellipse. This
implies that the neutron scattering intensity of the«0

− mode is
strongly suppressed when the scattering vector equalst003,
while the«0

+ mode has maximum intensity for this scattering
vector. In the nanoparticles, we observe exactly this:
I−s003d / I−s101d<0.11, proving that the high-energy mode is
strongly elliptical and predominantly out-of-plane.

In zero applied field we assume that the variation of«0
−

with temperature is solely due to changes in the anisotropy
coefficientk1. We have no model for this temperature depen-
dence, but as a starting point we fit«0

− to a second-order
polynomium inT, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The intensity of the
mode follows directly from Eq.(2); see the fit in Fig. 2(a).
From the definitions ofA and B we obtainA−B=−k1s8.
Further, Eq.(5) relatesA andB to the energies«0

− and «0
+.
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We have used«0
+ as determined in Ref. 13. The obtained

value ofk1sK1d is shown in Fig. 5. The value corresponds to
k1=−16s1d mK at T=0 and −23.7s1d mK at room tempera-
ture, and hence does not change sign with increasing tem-
perature. This is in contrast to the bulk behavior, wherek1
change sign at the Morin transition.8 Thus, the measured
temperature dependence ofK1 sheds new light on the sup-
pression of the Morin transition in hematite nanoparticles.
The overall temperature dependence of the anisotropy in
nanoparticles is similar to that of the bulk, but shifted by a
constant(positive) amount. In studies of the anisotropy of
nanoparticles of a-Fe,23 g-Fe2O3 (maghemite),22 and
a-Fe2O3 (hematite, the in-plane anisotropy),24 it has been
found that the anisotropy constant increases with decreasing
particle size. A main contribution to this is presumably sur-
face anisotropy.25 It is likely that the different values ofK1 in
bulk and nanoparticles ofa-Fe2O3 also can be explained by
the influence of surface anisotropy in nanoparticles.

C. Effect of an applied field

The field dependence of the excitation energy is given by8

«0,B
± = Îs«0

±d2 + sgmBd2fB2cos2j + BDsB sinj + BDdg, s6d

whereBD is the Dzyaloshinsky field andj the angle between
the applied fieldB and the[001] direction. Note that due to
the small canting, Eq.(6) differs in zero field from Eq.(4) by
the term sgmBBDd2, which equalss0.24 meVd2. Here, we
have used the values for bulk hematite8 BD=2.1 T, and
g=2.

In applied fields,«0,B
− depends on the anglej betweenB,

which is applied vertically, and the[001] direction. In order
to contribute to the scattering, the particles of the powder
sample have to be oriented so that their[101] direction co-
incides with the scattering vector, i.e.,k=t101. Thus, the only
degree of freedom is rotation of the(101) plane. Hence, for
the different contributing particles the[003] direction will lie
on a cone with symmetry axis equal to the[101] direction
with varying j, as illustrated in Fig. 6. We assume that the
contributing particles are randomly oriented and perform an

average of the energy in Eq.(6). In Fig. 2(d) the result is
shown for a fit with the bulk values8 BD=2.1 T, andg=2.
The only free parameter of the fit is the energy atB=0 T. We
obtain«0

−=1.12s1d meV atT=200 K.
The scattered intensity varies for the different contributing

particles due to the factor 1−sk̂ ·M̂d2 in Eq. (2). Again, we
perform an average over the contributing particles. We use

M̂ ~ s−fB sinj+BDg ,B cosj ,0d, where thex axis points in
the [001] direction and thez axis is perpendicular to the
applied field. Hence, we assume a zero-field spin direction
given by the projection of the externally applied field onto
the basal plane. In Fig. 2(c) the result of the described aver-
aging over Eq.(2) is shown by the solid line. The dotted line
models the scattered intensity if we assume approximately

circular precessions(with 1−sk̂ ·M̂d2 in Eq. (2) replaced17,19

by 1+sk̂ ·M̂d2), giving a clearly inferior fit. Hence, these data
support the picture of the precession as strongly elliptical.29

The strongest evidence for elliptical precession in the high-
energy mode, however, comes from the strong suppression of
its intensity att003.

V. CONCLUSION

We have observed a second collective magnetic excita-
tion, the high-frequency mode, in hematite nanoparticles by
inelastic neutron scattering at momentum transfers equal to
the antiferromagnetic(101) reflection. The precession is
found to be strongly anisotropic with a large out-of-plane
component. The mode has no dispersion, as seen from the
sharpness in energy, giving evidence for quantization of spin
waves in the system. A model including an analysis of the
orientation of the contributing particles explains the
temperature- and field dependence of peak position and scat-
tered intensity. We find that the absolute value of the out-of-
plane anisotropy constantk1 increases with temperature,
without a change of sign as is seen in the bulk material. This
is an important step towards explaining the suppression of
the Morin transition in hematite nanoparticles.
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